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Abstract
Reliable data transmissions in sensor networks are important for its longevity and require research attention.
Since, fault tolerance and reliability become vital for embedded systems, estimating failure scenarios aid WSN
applications to establish robust backup mechanisms in case of failures in the network. The article aims to model
failure in IEEE 802.15.4 Zigbee networks in order to estimate the longevity of the network in context to the
network connectivity. Ideally, IEEE 802.15.4 can manage two types of networks, the star topology or the peerto-peer topology. On combining these two we get a mesh network. Hence, the article presents the failure
conditions for both star and mesh based network topology to the point where the network is disconnected
owing to varied failure conditions.
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1. Introduction
A WSN typically consists of few hundreds of smart and low-cost multimodal microsensor devices,
communicating through wireless links and essentially requiring the internet for varied applications. We usually
employ a WSN for coalescing the diverse possibilities of either monitoring or controlling complicated
environmental conditions; for applications that may relate to disaster prevention, prediction, intrusion detection,
safety and other critical concerns. This concept however essentially requires the communication among the
smart sensors to be reliable and dependable. The concept of multi-hop mesh based wireless networks have been
used in several wireless networking technologies, like Personal Area Networks (PANs), local area networks
(LANs) and metropolitan area networks (MANs) [1].
A wireless sensor network is characterised by energy constricts, intermittent mobility, localization problems
[2]. For the simplicity of analysis, we assume a sensor network that has a fixed topology based message
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transmission system. Among these networks, one of the most popular technologies is context to wireless sensor
networks is based on IEEE standards 802.11s and 802.15.4 [3-6]. The article suggests reliability estimation for
Zigbee networks for both peer to peer (tree based) and star (graph based) WSN architectures. Since there is an
inherent conflict between power consumption and reliability; wherein an increase in reliability usually leads to
an increase in power consumption we choose IEEE 802.15.4 standard for our analysis. This is simply because
Zigbee provides a standard for ultra-low complexity, ultra-low cost, ultra-low power consumption and low data
rate wireless connectivity among inexpensive devices [6].
Section II presents a brief discussion on previous work related to reliability aspect of Wireless Sensor
Networks. Section III describes various parameters and other information related to the system modelling in
Zigbee based WSNs. Section IV and section V elaborates on modelling of failure conditions in Mesh Network
and Star Network based Zigbee architectures. Section VI sums up the whole workin the form of a conclusion.
2. Related Work
Methods to measure the reliability of the large-scale wireless sensor networks are a fundamental requirement
of wireless sensor networks deployment. Reliability has been studied for multimodal fusion sensor networks [7]
wherein the system reliability for the case of two and three types of sensors (modelling pooled spares) has been
calculated.
Most models consider that WSN can fail in two points: links and sensor nodes [8-10]. It has been observed
that the reliability of a particular region is affected by the routing protocol adopted, by the number of nodes
belonging to the region and by the distance of these regions to the sink node. [11]. Also, the application
communication in wireless sensor networks (WSN) depends on two important factors: acquisition of sensed
data from a specific area, and network connectivity [12].
The two key QoS requirements of WSN are; Sensing coverage and Network connectivity while network
lifetime based on energy efficiency and invulnerability based on fault tolerance are two main factors to measure
network reliability. Reliability metrics have been developed for WSN under five different data delivery models,
including sink unicast, anycast, multicast, manycast, and broadcast taking up an example of WSN with tree
topology [13].
Literary works address and illustrate the effect of few scenario metrics, viz., network size, transmission
range, and network coverage area, on the reliability measures (i.e., 2TRm and ATRm) by modelling MANET
as Geometric Random Graph[14].Also, reliability has been discussed using a generalised binary decision
diagram (BDD)-based approach is presented for evaluating the reliability of a 1-out-of-(n+1) warm standby
system subject to fault level coverage[15]. A Similar approach integrates a progressive reduction scheme based
on binary decision diagrams for the reliability analysis and a divide-and-conquer approach for considering the
effect of CCF [16]. Reliability of WSN for different topologies, routing protocols and metrics using fault trees
have been proposed [17-18]. However, none of the above research is dedicated to Zigbee topologies. Hence,
our article specifically analyses the impact of the failure of Zigbee network elements with the help of fault trees.
The paper discusses the estimation of reliability with the help of fault trees. The system model outlines the
network while the reliability is estimated for the star and mesh networks in section 4 and 5, followed by the
conclusion.
3. System Model
The Zigbee network has two types of devices; FFD (a fully functional device) and an RFD (Reduced
functional device). The first FFD that is activated may establish its own network and become a Personal Area
Network (PAN) coordinator. Then both FFD and RFD devices can connect to the PAN coordinators that are
within the radio sphere of influence of the PAN coordinator. We assume an analogous network containing three
types of nodes; namely sensor nodes, relay nodes that connect directly to the sink in case of the tree network.
Likewise, a mesh network has the same setup with the coordinator node as an additional node that connects to
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the sink directly and maintains the network. Reliability of the overall structure depends on the following
network elements:





Link- Links connect two member nodes or a member node to a relay node, for communication to take
place
Member nodes- Member nodes are the participating and communicating devices in the wireless sensor
network
Relay node – Relay node is analogous to the cluster head. It is responsible for relaying messages of
other member nodes to the sink node, other than sending its own messages.
Coordinator node- Coordinator nodes are assisting devices which help the relay node in managing the
member nodes, in cases of dense network deployment and mesh topologies.

If reliability (R(t)) of a network may be defined as the probability that the communication backbone (event
occurrence is successfully communicated to the sink via the available routes) fails in the interval from time 0
to time t; availability is the parameter that is ensured when a route break or congestion occurs for most of the
routing algorithms. Availability is enhanced by parallel processing, load balancing, fault tolerance, redundant
coverage and efficient communication paths [2]. As a result, these network requirements are usually addressed
in conjunction with the reliability of the network.
We assume network system states that are distinct due to the type of network failure they encounter. Some of
the states do not disrupt message communication or network connectivity while other failure states are critical
and cause failure of the network as a whole. We assume four network states in case of the mesh network while
there are three significant states in case of a star network. The states’ notation and their significance are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Symbol Table
NODE ID

Symbolical Name

Network States

S0

P

All nodes are working

S1

Z

Link failure state

S2

Y

Relay node failure state

S3

Q

Member node failure state

S4

X

Coordinator node failure state

SN

R

All failed states

4. Mesh Network
The Mesh topology is a dynamic kind of network, it employs redundancy and redeployment wherever
possible. The possibilities considered to model failure conditions through fault tree are subject to the following
failures:
1.
2.
3.

Failure of the connecting link between the member node and the relay node. This link fails when either
the connected member nodes or the connecting relay node fails.
Failure of the relay node or failure of connecting links due to environmental conditions. If the relay
node fails the entire network fails.
Failure of the member nodes except the relay node.
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4.

Failure of the coordinator node or failure of connecting links between the member nodes and the
coordinator node. Coordinator nodes are also member nodes but with the additional responsibility of
assisting the relay node when the network is vast.

Case 1: Network state when link fails
S1denotes the states where the link fails while other network elements like the relay node member and
coordinate node are active. The system failure is given by the fault tree model by fig 1 if ‘S0.S1(S2+S4)’ is 1.
Hence, S0, S1, S2, S4 are the network elements incurring subsequent failures. It can be observed that if S1 fails
one or many of the links connecting member node to relay node or member node to coordinate node or relay
node to sink node are failing to lead to failure in communication to the sink.

Fig.1. Fault tree when link fails

The above given fig. 1.depicts that S1 being one of the input edges of all AND sub-trees, hence it is bound to
fail even if one of the input edges are 0.
Therefore, the fault tree simplification can be given by the equation (1), the symbolical name used is
depicted in Table 1and the reliability of the network is estimated as equation (2).

R  P(ZY (1  Q)  ZX )  PZ (Y  X )

(1)

RELIABILITY  1  PZ (Y  X )

(2)
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Case 2: Network State when Relay Node fails
With the failure of S2 that is the relay node failure, the whole network fails as the transfer of messages to the
sink node is done through the relay node, which is modelled in figure2.The other network elements like the link,
member nodes, and coordinator nodes are active.
The failure is attributed to the failure of state S0, S1asgiven by ‘(S0.S2)’or we can say that system fails if
is 1.If S2 fails, i.e the relay node fails then even if other network elements are active, no form of communication
is possible, that can be seen in fig. 2, if S2 state fails, an AND function would result in 0 and subsequently the
system fails.

Fig.2. Fault tree when Relay node fails

The corresponding fault tree can be solved to determine the failed state of the network as a whole given by
equation (3) and the corresponding reliability that can be achieved by equation (4).

R  PY

(3)

RELIABILITY 1  PY

(4)

Case 3: Network State when Member nodes fail
We discuss the case when the member nodes fail while the relay node, link and coordinator nodes are active.
The system failure is given by ‘S0.S3(S2+S4)’ or simply if
is 1. If S3 fails, the member nodes cease
to communicate with the relay node, even though the one or more of the other member nodes may still be
communicating to the sink node through the relay node .
The fault tree given in fig. 3 is simplified as given in equation (5) where equation (6) gives the overall
reliability. The given equation (5) depicts that in the case of member node failure even if the member nodes
have failed, the network does not cease to exist because more than one member nodes maybe active.

R  PQY  QX   PQY  X 

(5)

RELIABILITY 1  PQY  X 

(6)
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Fig.3. Fault tree when Member nodes fail

Case 4: Network State when Co-ordinator node fails
If S4 the Coordinate node is failing whereas the connected relay node is active, Link is active, Member nodes
are active. Then, the system fails if {
} is 1 or when the output of the corresponding fault tree is ‘S0.S4’. If
S4 fails, then part of the network which was connected to the coordinator would cease to communicate with the
relay node, even though some other parts may still be communicating as shown in fig. 4.
The system failure is given by equation (7) and the reliability by equation (8). In the case of coordinator node
failure, some other part of the network may be still active and transferring the messages, and so the equation (7)
depicts only the instance when the coordinator node part has failed and others are active.

R  PX 1  Y   PX

(7)

RELIABILITY 1  PX

(8)
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Fig.4. Fault tree when Co-ordinator node fails

5. Star Network
The star network topology is another very widely used topology in potential Zigbee networks. Hence we
extend our analysis of reliability to such type of networks. The inherent characteristic of a star network is the
central control or the single point of failure. Hence reliability of such systems is solely dependent on how we
delay the failure of the main communicating node. Also, as a fact, there are not much redundant transmissions
possible due to similar reasons.
Similar to the mesh network we assume that one network element fails at a time while the others are working.
This assumption gives us three possible states, as explained in the above section IV and the corresponding
fault trees are depicted in Figure 5, 6 and 7.The corresponding fault trees are solved to estimate the reliability
for each case.
Case 1: Network State when link has failed

Fig.5. Fault tree when link fails
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The system fails if {
is 1 or when the output of the corresponding fault tree is ‘S0.S1.S2’. The fault tree
depicted in fig. 5 is used to estimate the failure and reliability as depicted in equations (9) and (10).

R  PZ Y  QY   PZY
RELIABILITY 1  PZY

(9)
(10)

Case 2: Network State when relay node has failed
The corresponding fault tree denotes the relay node failure case and computes the reliability as depicted in
equation (11) and (12). The system fails if {
is 1 or when the output of the corresponding fault tree is
‘S0.S2’shown in fig. 6.

Fig.6. Fault tree when relay node fails

R  PY

(11)

RELIABILITY 1  PY

(12)

Case 3: Network State when member node has failed
The fault tree denotes the member node failure case and computes the reliability as depicted in equation (13)
and (14). The system fails if {
is 1 or when the output of the corresponding fault tree is ‘S0.S3.S2’, as
shown in fig. 7.

Fig.7. Fault tree when member node fails
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R  PQY 

(13)

RELIABILITY 1  PQY

(14)

6. Conclusions
A wireless sensor network is characterised by energy constricts, intermittent mobility, localization problems.
For the simplicity of analysis, we assume a sensor network that has a fixed topology based message
transmission system. Among these networks, one of the most popular technologies is context to wireless sensor
networks is based on IEEE standards 802.11s and 802.15.4 (Zigbee network).
The article aims to depict the fault tree models for mainly two types of network that are used in the Zigbee
based Wireless Sensor Networks. Different failure cases that can occur during message transfer in a network,
such as a link failure, relay node failure, etc are elaborately analysed and modelled through the fault tree model.
The article outlines and analyses the effect on the reliability of the network in case the network elements fail. It
also tries to present a detailed analysis of the effect of the failure of network elements on the overall
communication network structure.
The reliability estimates can be further used to propose strategies to prolonging lifetime of the critical
elements that affect the overall health of the network. The reliability estimates can thus be applied to different
networks to estimate the reliability of any type of network.
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